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Life after opioid addiction
Program helps
to rehabilitate
mothers

Heart simulator
lets surgeons
practice safely
By Rebecca Ayers
City Editor

By Danielle Chemtob
Senior Writer

Drug paraphernalia and bleach stains surrounded Rachel Lankford as she sat in the
bathroom of her ex-boyfriend’s single-wide
trailer. He stood over her as she took her
ninth pregnancy test in three days.
He still didn’t believe her, despite the previous six tests. All were positive but one.
Now she was on the last stick in the threepack she had picked up from a dollar store.
It was positive. Again.
She walked through the graffiti-laden
hallway and showed the plus symbol to his
mother. Both of them encouraged Lankford,
then 20, to get an abortion.
But she knew that was not an option. She
had already been to the Planned Parenthood
in Chapel Hill earlier that day, her paperwork signed and everything in place to get
an abortion. Lankford already had two abortions, one when she was 13 and the other at
19. When she made her appointment, she
figured this time around would be no different.
She was high on prescription painkillers
when she walked into the clinic with her
mother. She stepped into the doctor’s office
and undressed from the waist down for the
ultrasound. The technician turned to her.
“You’re 21 weeks and five days pregnant,”
she said. “You’re not having an abortion.”
In the corner, her mother sobbed.
Lankford was five months pregnant and
weighed 84 pounds.

DTH/GABRIELLE THOMPSON
Rachel Lankford picks up her daughter, Marleigh, from daycare on Wednesday afternoon.

Her words racing — an effect of the opioids
— she pleaded with the technician, told her
she was a drug addict, that she couldn’t have a
child. But nothing could be done.
Though she had doubts, she wanted to
believe that her ex-boyfriend would be there
for her and her future child, so she drove to
his house after her appointment. When she
told him that she tried to have an abortion but
couldn’t, he said that the baby wasn’t his.
She became enraged at the accusation that
she had cheated on him. Yelling and swearing
at him, she insisted that the baby was his. He
asked her to leave.
She felt heartbroken and desolate. She was
too afraid to tell her father, and her mother
still lived in Virginia at the time. Without

anyone to help her, she lived in her car for a
few weeks.
Four years later, Lankford, now 24, loves
Marleigh, the healthy, energetic baby girl
she so desperately didn’t want that day.
“She’s my whole wide world,” Lankford
said, “but she wasn’t at first.”

Women and the crisis
As the opioid crisis devastates American
communities, women are among the most
vulnerable. Between 1999 and 2015, the
rate of deaths from prescription opioids
increased by 471 percent among women,

SEE OPIOID, PAGE 6

Surgeons have the ability to practice and
perfect complex heart surgeries without any
consequence due to advancements in heart
simulators.
One company has been able to contribute to
heart simulator technology with a simple question, “Dad, how do you build a heart pump for
a pig?”
Alec Grubbs came home from his internship to ask his father, Andy Grubbs, how to
engineer an air pump for a heart. Andy, a UNC
entrepreneurship professor, venture capitalist
and mechanical engineer, became instantly
intrigued with his son’s question and decided
to go to work with him the next day.
That’s when Andy Grubbs met Richard
Feins, a UNC School of Medicine professor of
surgery, and offered his mechanical engineering expertise to Feins since thoracic surgeons
and biomedical engineers typically aren’t
taught how to build air pumps.
Feins had hired Alec Grubbs to help build
the lung surgery simulator to help teach surgery residents how to perform a lobectomies —
removing one of the lobes of the lung. The goal
was to create an air pump to make the heart
appear to be beating.
Feins had previously reached out to Dr.
Paul Ramphal and Professor Daniel Coore to
teach him how to make a heart simulator, after
Feins had found their research on creating heart
simulators. After Andy met Feins, Ramphal
and Coore he became interested in the business
aspect of what they had invented. In 2010, Feins,

SEE HEART SIMULATORS, PAGE 6

LIGHTUP festival rings in Year of the Dog
By Laura Brummett
Staff Writer

The Chapel Hill community
came together at Sunday’s
LIGHTUP Festival to celebrate
the Chinese New Year. The
second annual festival was held
at the Friday Center in Chapel
Hill and hosted by the Chinese
School at Chapel Hill.
The New Year began on
Friday, officially starting the
Year of the Dog. Current
board chair of The Chinese
School and Chapel Hill Town
Council member Hongbin Gu
organized the event.
“With the rhetoric going on
against immigrants and minorities, I think that for everyone
this is important, to realize
even though we’re different
with different backgrounds

we’re all Americans and we can
all come together to share our
experiences and ideas like one
big community,” Gu said.
LIGHTUP drew a large
crowd. Popular events included tracing Chinese characters
and dressing up in traditional
costumes for photo-ops.
“It’s a place where people
coming from all different
backgrounds can share cultural heritage and ideas that
this event embodies,” Gu said.
Eight-year-old Eliya
Chung said her favorite part
was watching the traditional Dragon Dance being
performed. Her mom, Erin
Chung, brought her four kids
to the festival.
“I wanted to expose them
to different cultures, and to
be around diverse people,”

Erin Chung said.
Charles Floyd, one of the
dragon dancers, performed at
the event for the second year.
“I really love the sense
of community,” Floyd said.
“Education and knowledge of
places around the world helps
people come together as a
community.”
For Chinese Americans,
the festival allowed them to
celebrate one of their cultural
holidays while connecting
with others in the community.
Quohe Zhang, a festival
attendee, moved to the United
States from China and now
currently lives in Durham.
“There’s different people
from different countries,”
Zhang said. “It’s a great platform for communication
between different people.”

Volunteer Yuki Yeung participated in the festival for the
first time this year.
“It has a lot of meaning to
me because my parents immigrated and it was hard for
them to assimilate without
giving up part of their culture,” Yeung said.
Another volunteer, Yan
Wei, was at the event with the
Confucius Institute at NC State
and is a visiting professor from
Nanjing Normal University.
“The best part of this event
is that people get together
and celebrate not only the
Chinese New Year, but also
for people to reach out to
each other,” Wei said.
The LIGHTUP festival was
started after the Town Council
had discussions about ways to
promote diversity in Chapel

DTH/JACK GARSIDE
Students from the Chinese School at Chapel Hill perform at the
Friday Center during the Chinese New Year Festival on Sunday.

Hill, Gu said. After last year’s
event, organizers wanted to
make the event more diverse
and inclusive.
“A lot of times we take the
inclusivity of Chapel Hill

for granted,” she said. “This
event brings different people
to work together who usually
don’t have (this) intersection.”
@laura_brummett
city@dailytarheel.com

DOE won’t hear trans bathroom issues
By Michael Meeks
Staff Writer

DTH/LAWSON BURROWS
Guard Paris Kea (22) drives to the basket during Sunday’s home game against Louisville.

Women’s basketball falls,
67-57, in 7th straight loss
By Holt McKeithan
Staff Writer

Despite suffering a 67-57 loss to No. 4
Louisville, the North Carolina women’s
basketball head coach Sylvia Hatchell
wanted to focus on the positives.
“To play the No. 4 team in the country like we did, we did a lot of good
things,” she said. “I’m excited about the
progress that we’ve made and how hard
the kids are working.”
The game marked the Tar Heels’
(14-13, 4-10 ACC) seventh straight loss.
They have not won in nearly a month
since upsetting then-No. 15 Duke in
overtime on Jan. 21.

Louisville (27-2, 13-1 ACC) came into
Sunday afternoon’s contest tied atop
the ACC standings with Notre Dame
— a top-five team which the Cardinals
had beaten by 33 points earlier in the
season — and North Carolina came in
on a six-game skid.
But Hatchell didn’t fixate on the
results of the game. Instead, she
focused on identifying bright spots
from a battle against one of the nation’s
top teams. Where others might have
seen despair, she saw progress.
“It’s not about the losses; it’s about
how we play,” she said. “These kids

SEE BASKETBALL, PAGE 6

The U.S. Department of
Education told BuzzFeed News it
will refuse to hear complaints from
transgender students who are
banned from using the bathroom
aligning with their gender identity.
A department spokesperson
told BuzzFeed News on Feb. 8
that restroom complaints from
transgender students are not covered by Title IX.
“Where students, including
transgender students, are penalized or harassed for failing to
conform to sex-based stereotypes,
that is sex discrimination prohibited by Title IX,” the spokesperson
said to BuzzFeed News. “In the
case of bathrooms, however, longstanding regulations provide that
separating facilities on the basis
of sex is not a form of discrimination prohibited by Title IX.”
Ames Simmons, director of
transgender policy at Equality
NC, said the decision will directly
harm transgender students.
“The Department of Education
is essentially saying that they are
not going to do their job,” he said.
“They are there to make sure that
students have an opportunity to
learn in a safe environment free
from discrimination, and when
kids are not able to use the restrooms that accord with their gender identity, it places them at risk
for violence.”
In the best case scenario,

Simmons said, transgender students will not use restrooms at
school, opting instead to wait
until the end of the day to use the
restroom at home.
“We know that is going to
cause health issues like dehydration, kidney problems and urinary
tract problems,” he said. “I know
this first-hand because I have
heard students tell me that, even
going to high school in Raleigh,
they go home to use the restroom
rather than try to navigate the
restrooms in their school.”
Title IX should be the primary legal defense against the
Department of Education’s bathroom policies, Simmons said.
“Title IX requires students
be given a discrimination-free
environment,” he said. “It’s a very
shaky legal foundation for the
Department of Education to be
moving forward with.”
Simmons said it is crucial for
any student who encounters a
school administration not allowing them to use restrooms in
accordance with their gender
identity to seek legal council.
“The ACLU of North Carolina
has been clear that they want
students who are encountering
situations like that to reach out to
them,” he said.
Emily Hagstrom, co-chairperson of Carolina Advocates for
Gender Equity (CAGE), said by
refusing to act on this issue, the
Department of Education is withholding basic human rights from

But still, it’s a big change. The end of an era, you might say!
MONICA GELLER, “FRIENDS”

LGBT CENTER
OFFICE HOURS
Address: Student and
Academic Services Building
South, Suite 3308
Weekdays: 9:00am-5:00pm
Wednesday: 9:00am-8:00pm
Saturday and Sunday: Closed

an entire population.
“We don’t talk enough about
the prevalence of suicide and
homelessness within LGBTQ
youth, particularly in the transgender community,” she said.
“We don’t talk enough about the
violence committed against transgender youth.”
Hagstrom said the UNC LGBTQ
Center is the best place for any
LGBTQ+ student to go if they need
assistance or help in any way.
“For any transgender students
who have experienced any sort of
gender-based violence, there are
office hours for the gender and
violence coordinators that are
held within the LGBTQ Center,”
she said.
Additionally, Hagstrom said,
the LGBTQ Center’s website
has a list of gender non-specific
bathrooms on campus, the most
prominent being in the Student
Union and the Campus Y, as well
as other resources for LGBTQ+
students.
state@dailytarheel.com
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Excerpt: The DTH gets its start
Editor’s note: In celebration
of The Daily Tar Heel’s 125th
birthday, we are running
excerpts from “Print News
and Raise Hell” by Kenneth
Zogry every day this week.
This is the first excerpt from
pages 6-10 of the book.
At first glance, the campus
of the University of North
Carolina in the early months
of 1893 seemed an unlikely
place for the birth of a newspaper. Especially one that
would become an important
voice for the school throughout the twentieth century and
well into the twenty-first, and
would help launch the careers
of dozens of noted journalists
and graduates in a wide range
of professions. Despite the
fact that the university was to
celebrate its centennial that
October—the 100th anniversary of the laying of the cornerstone of the first building, Old
East—the campus retained a
small, bucolic atmosphere. The
student body was tiny, with
317 students and 23 members
of the faculty. Year-round
Chapel Hill residents could be
counted in the hundreds, and
the nearby cities of Raleigh
and Durham had populations
of about 13,000 and 5,800,
respectively. The largest city in
North Carolina at the time was
Wilmington, with a population
of just over 20,000 residents.
Physically the campus
looked little different in 1893
than it had on the eve of the
Civil War. An alumnus of the
class of 1860 returning more
than three decades later would
have found virtually everything familiar. There were ten
principal buildings on campus,
all of which, except the newer
Memorial and Commons Halls
(both now demolished), were
antebellum structures. None
of the buildings served a single
school or department, as none
were large enough at the time
to require one. The school
of medicine was less than 15
years old and offered only two
years of instruction, no formal
school of law yet existed, and
the creation of a department of
journalism was three decades
in the future. The antebellum
buildings had no central heating, electricity, or telephones.
Plumbing was primitive at
best: there were five “shower

baths” in the basement of
Smith Hall for the entire student body. The Old Well was
not the iconic, symbolic structure it would later become; it
was a rough-hewn wooden hut
with a bucket that served as
a source of water for students
and horses. The small library
was located in Smith Hall, and
the majority of books were not
owned by the university but by
the Dialectic and Philanthropic
Societies, the oldest student
organizations on campus. A
rudimentary baseball field with
rickety wooden bleachers had
been erected in the late 1880s,
but no football stadium yet
existed.
It was an inauspicious
setting for an independent,
student-run weekly newspaper, published, as the editors
announced in the first issue,
“under the auspices of the
University Athletic Association,
devoted to the interests of the
University at large.” The paper
had a bold and broad mission
to “contain a summary of all
occurrences in the University
and village of Chapel Hill,” and
though primarily established
to cover UNC athletics, “space
will be assigned for the thorough discussion of all points
pertaining to the advancement
and growth of the University.”
Thus, on Thursday, February
23, 1893, “the Tar Heel first
placed its tender foot to the
ground and made its first
print” (as an article in the
University Magazine cleverly
punned on the occasion of the
paper’s twentieth anniversary).
The creation of what is
today the Daily Tar Heel was
rooted in two events: the
reopening of the University
of North Carolina in 1875,
and the school’s first intercollegiate football game in the
fall of 1888. After struggling
through both the Civil War
and the political turmoil of
Reconstruction, the university
limped virtually lifeless into
the 1870s. With the endowment spent and enrollment at
a trickle, the trustees voted to
close the school in February
1871. Over the next four years
proponents wrangled over
the possible new direction
of the university, with Kemp
Plummer Battle, an alumnus
and trustee who had first pro-

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNC PRESS AND KENNETH ZOGRY
The Daily Tar Heel’s first editors gathered for a photo. They would produce the first issue of The Tar
Heel, released on Feb. 23, 1893.

posed changes in the 1860s,
leading the charge. The “Battle
Plan,” as it was known, was
based on the so-called German
model of higher education then
gaining popularity in Europe
and the United States. This
model emphasized research
over oratory, required faculty
with earned graduate degrees,
and implemented theses and
examinations with a standardized grading scale as a means
of assessing individual student
performance. Research, not
rote memorization of the classics and traditional scientific
models, was central to this
pedagogical approach, and the
result was a revolution in higher education. The introduction
of these practices at the newly
reopened university in 1875
brought entirely new curricula
in applied and social sciences,
marking a sharp break from
the antebellum classical education based primarily on the
concept of preparing middleand upper-class young men
to take their place in a rigidly
ordered society. This new educational structure was far more
effective in preparing students
to meet the challenges of the
industrializing postwar South,
and would become the basis of
the modern research university
in the twentieth and twentyfirst centuries.

The introduction and
immediate popularity of intercollegiate football at UNC
also played a key role in the
creation of the Tar Heel. The
sport was seen from the time
of its inception not only as an
extracurricular activity that
built school spirit, but also as a
source of “manly” vigor for the
university and its students. It
was the physical embodiment
of a new academic culture, one
based on individual achievement that contributed to the
team’s success. According to
historian James Leloudis:
“Sports became a source of
shared identity on a campus
where students no longer studied a common curriculum or
participated in campus-wide
debating unions. Young men
might view themselves as historians, chemists, economists,
or philosophers during most
of the week, but on game day,
they were all united as ‘Tar
Heels.’ Athletic competition
also recapitulated the lessons
of the classroom. On the gridiron, as in academic pursuits,
success required the mastery
of a specialized knowledge of
plays and strategy, and the difference between winning and
losing was measured by a cold
numerical score. The victorious
athlete, like the triumphant
scholar, had to apply himself

constantly to self-improvement, for at any moment he
might confront a rival who
had been more resolute in his
preparation.”
Significantly, football also
quickly became the principal
means of bringing alumni
back to UNC on a regular
basis—and their moral and
financial support became
increasingly important as the
university pushed to modernize in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. In
the fall of 1892, four years
after Carolina’s first intercollegiate game (played against
Wake Forest), the team won a
much-celebrated victory over
arch-rival the University of
Virginia, giving the school an
early regional title. After that
victory the desire to follow
training of the football team
and chronicle its triumphs on
the field became more widespread among both students
and alumni, and resulted in
the creation of the weekly Tar
Heel.
From PRINT NEWS AND
RAISE HELL: THE DAILY
TAR HEEL AND THE
EVOLUTION OF A MODERN
UNIVERSITY. Copyright ©
2018 by Kenneth Joel Zogry.
Used by permission of the
University of North Carolina
Press. www.uncpress.org

A year of success for Carolina Jump Rope
The club was founded
in 2017 and built a
core group of jumpers.
By Lorcan Farrell
Staff Writer

For anyone who starts a
club on campus, the goal is to
raise interest, see growth in
numbers and perhaps receive
recognition by other clubs
for the work they have done.
Since founding the Carolina
Jump Rope Club in 2017,
Graham Booth and Noah
Mancuso have done just this.
“We’re a group of 11 or 12
experienced jump ropers,
experienced meaning we were
on a competitive team before
we came to college,” Booth
said. “A lot of us have been
doing it for 10 or so years, and
we wanted to continue.”
The club has been able
Like: facebook.com/dailytarheel
to build that core of skilled
jump ropers in such a short
Follow: @dailytarheel on Twitter time period because North
Carolina is a hot spot when it
comes to jump rope teams.
Follow: dailytarheel on Instagram
“The Triangle is a pretty big

hub for the sport of jump rope
with three of four large teams
in the area,” Mancuso said.
“This means that there were
already experienced jumpers
on campus when we started
and that each year the firstyear class brings in a few more.”
Alex Davis-Isaac was one
of those experienced jumpers.
“I competed for nine years,
and I’ve been jumping since
fourth grade so it’s something that is really important
to me,” she said. “Graham
was someone I jumped with
throughout high school, and
he came to me and said he
was interested in starting a
jump rope club on campus
and I was really excited about
the idea and wanted to be a
part of it.”
In order to recruit inexperienced members, the club is
very active on campus, Booth
said. They hold open gym
sessions where they teach the
basics to students who are
interested in learning how to
jump rope and perform routines at events across campus
and the community.
Off-campus members go

to compete in competitions
ranging from regional level
all the way up to national
and world competitions.
Competitions usually consist of two parts, including a
speed section where jumpers
perform as many jumps as
possible in an allotted time
frame and a freestyle routine
during which jumpers perform tricks for judges, Booth
said.
“We competed in several events at the National
Collegiate Jump Rope
Championship and we won
most of them which is really
exciting,” Booth said. “We
also competed in previous
years at the world championships where we placed in the
top three on the grand world
stage.”
The National Collegiate
Jump Rope Championship was
held as part of the University
Jump Rope Summit on Ohio
State University’s campus. Next
year the Summit will be held
at UNC, marking the first time
it will move away from Ohio.
After submitting an informal
bid based on the availability of

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX BUSH
Tim Martin, Rachel Hart and Rebecca Koweek (left to right) jump
with the Bouncing Bulldogs jump rope team.

facilities and local jump rope
teams, Carolina Jump Rope
Club was selected as hosts,
Mancuso said.
“The University Jump Rope
Summit is an attempt to bring
all the current collegiate jump

rope programs and jumpers
who are interested in starting programs at their college
together for a weekend of discussions, practice, and ‘friendly’
competition,” he said.
university@dailytarheel.com
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EDITORIAL CARTOON “17” By Emily Yue, emyue@live.unc.edu

Staff writer

“A lot of times we take the inclusivity of
Chapel Hill for granted.”
Chapel Hill Town Council member Hongbin Gu
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Jonathan Swift, on Cam Jernigan’s column “Parkland, Las Vegas and ?”

First-year journalism and political science major from Coral Springs, Fla.
Email: ramishah@live.unc.edu
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“I want
to think
of the
sunsets.”
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

“There are serious points to be made about
gun control and what we as a society can do
to prevent mass shootings.”

Ramishah Maruf

t’s been difficult for me to
feel anything but anger.
Even moreso, it’s been difficult for me to process what
happened to my hometown.
Coral Springs, Fla. is a
quiet Fort Lauderdale suburb
that borders Parkland, a large
portion of which is zoned to
Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School. And on Valentine’s
Day, what began with a text
from my mom saying there
might be a gun at the high
school five minutes away from
my house ended up becoming the worst high school mass
shooting in American history.
It’s an almost absurd feeling,
watching the place I grew up in
descend into inconceivable tragedy from 800 miles away. How
are the hallways I’ve walked
through for French horn solos
and brain brawl competitions
drenched in blood right now?
How has the school I spent four
years rooting against in football
games undergone a tragedy this
immense? And how are there 17
people from Parkland and Coral
Springs that just ... aren’t here
anymore?
Just last year, a former student arrived in my high school
cafeteria with a loaded gun.
The same day, our administrators found a 10-page “Terror
Day” manifesto from another
student. Our school was on
lockdown, the police arrested
both of them and foolishly, I
thought that was it. I thought
that Coral Springs High had
taken the brunt of it, and
this idyllic region of Broward
County, Florida would continue to be safe.
How wrong I was.
I wrote a column about my
school’s gun scare, thankful that
the worst possible scenario never
happened at Coral Springs High.
Except now, that scenario did
happen, the shock is magnified
exponentially, and I’m writing
this column from Davis Library,
for The Daily Tar Heel instead of
my high school paper.
I don’t want to think of my
hometown as the site of the
worst high school mass shooting in American history. I want
to think of the sunsets I would
rush outside to watch sometimes, where I could see the
pinks and oranges of the sky
dipping into the sawgrass on the
edge of the Everglades. I want to
think of the days my classmates
and I played hooky at the beach,
and the nights we spent at ice
creams shops in strip malls,
complaining how nothing interesting ever happens in Parkland
and Coral Springs.
But mostly, I want to think
of my hometown as the place
that will finally bring an end to
senseless gun violence.
I refuse to let the place where
I grew up become just another
trending hashtag on Twitter,
because our elected officials care
more about the NRA’s blood
money than the lives of their
constituents’ children. I refuse
to watch Florida’s politicians
extend their sympathies and
prayers to dead students and
educators as they vote against
basic gun control laws. I refuse
to let those 17 innocent souls,
which could have easily been my
friends or family, die in vain.
It’s cliché, but it wasn’t supposed to happen here, but it
did, and now as we’re picking
up the pieces from our broken
community.
We are fighting to make
sure no one experiences the
same pain we did again.
Hell hath no fury like an
angry Broward County, and I
assure you, we have a raging
voice will not stop until it is
heard.
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Hysteria won’t solve
gun violence

EDITORIAL

Business School fee sets
bad precedent
Kenan-Flagler’s
proposed fee
demands a response.

L

ast year, student
government and
other groups lobbied the Board of Trustees
to shut down the KenanFlagler Business School’s
proposal to impose additional fees for business
school majors and minors.
Last year, student government found that 70 percent of 223 students interviewed about the fee were
opposed to the increase.
In contrast, the Business
School spoke with only 9
students and found that 8
were in favor of the fee.
Despite these efforts,
we’re back where we started
— in a proposal shockingly
similar to last year’s, the
Business School is asking
that majors pay $2,000
a year and minors pay
$1,000 per year in order
to increase undergraduate
enrollment by 50 percent.
One of their major justifications for this fee is
that students who graduate
from the Business School
have high starting salaries
and thus can afford the fee.
In Oct. 2017, the Student
Fee Audit Committee
(SFAC) unanimously
opposed the fee, citing concerns about the ability of
middle class students to pay
the fee and its prohibitive

nature.
In solidarity with these
students, this board is running an updated version of
the exact editorial we ran
last year. We are lobbying
students, faculty, staff and
the Board of Trustees to
finally put a stop to this fee.
Affordability and equity
are hallmark values of our
University. These values are
even cemented in Article 9
of North Carolina’s constitution: “public institutions
of higher education, as far
as practicable, (shall) be
extended to the people of
the State free of expense.”
We stand against a
tuition raise measure and
urge undergraduates to
make their voices heard by
their student government
representatives. The allstudent SFAC serves as the
first committee to review
fee change proposals. At the
beginning of every other
year, the fee review process
moves from the SFAC to
the Student Fee Advisory
Subcommittee, the Tuition
and Fee Advisory Task
Force, the Chancellor, the
Board of Trustees and then
the decision lies with the
Board of Governors.
Because this money is a
fee and not a tuition raise,
it cannot be put toward
academic endeavors such
as hiring professors; it can
only be used for specific
program implementation.
Tuition, in contrast, is

determined by the North
Carolina General Assembly.
Students deserve equal
access to all areas of study.
This editorial board is
unconvinced by the submitted proposal that the
Business School has this
key tenet of UNC’s values
in mind.
Doug Shackleford, dean
of the Business School,
admitted in a News &
Observer article that the
process of deciding the fee
was not scientific. “I think
we thought that figure
sounded about a reasonable amount. If you think it
should be higher, we would
accept the higher figure.”
As this fee is deliberated,
it is important that you —
students, faculty and staff at
the University — share your
thoughts on this proposal
with the Executive Branch
of Student Government and
through letters to the editor.
This fee is being proposed
through a bureaucratic
mechanism that can easily
go unnoticed.
But it is precisely by
paying attention to and
engaging early with these
avenues that we can insist
our university lives up to its
core values. Should this fee
fail yet again, this would be
a victory for students and
for the future of our university. Should the Business
School re-propose this fee
next year year, we will seek
a victory yet again.

EDITORIAL

The Olympic Gaymes
Celebrating the
Olympics, queerness
and solidarity.

N

either Gus
Kenworthy nor
Adam Rippon will
leave Pyeongchang with
individual medals, but for
many they were the biggest winners of the 2018
Olympics.
Skier Gus Kenworthy
was one of the most
highly-anticipated athletes in this year’s games.
His American teammate,
Adam Rippon, finished
10th in the men’s free
skate, and historically
made the podium as a
bronze medalist in the figure skating team event.
While neither athlete
brought home the gold,
they won over the hearts
of many sports fans for
another reason — they are
the first and only openly
gay men representing team
USA at the winter games.
Even a skier as accomplished as Kenworthy
needs support, and when
a good-luck kiss from his
boyfriend, Matthew, was
unknowingly broadcast
across the world before his

qualifying run, Kenworthy
was anything but upset.
“I think the only way to
change perceptions, break
down homophobia, break
down barriers, is through
representation,” he said.
Rippon, never ashamed
to show his true colors,
competed with more
glitter and guts than
any other athlete on the
ice. When responding
to criticism, to which he
is no stranger, Rippon
pronounced that he is a
“glamazon bitch ready for
the runway.”
Don’t let Rippon’s
humorous facade fool
you, he is an extremely
accomplished skater
who has finished as high
as sixth at the World
Championships.
In this year’s Olympics,
Kenworthy, the actionsport skier who competes
in a more typically masculine arena, showed his
pride in more subtle, yet
equally important, ways.
Contrarily, Rippon, the
glamazon with fierce eyebrows, became an icon in
a sport that is tragically
undermined due to its
artistry and undertones of
femininity.

The harm of this perceived dichotomy of
“masculine” and “feminine” gay men cannot
be understated, and
can even cause division
within the gay community.
To see Kenworthy and
Rippon fiercely support
one another at this year’s
games was a refreshing display of solidarity,
strength and unity which
should not be ignored by
viewers — gay, straight, or
otherwise.
On UNC’s campus we
have queer athletes, artists
and scholars — and each
of their unique and powerful mediums of expression
are valid and should be
celebrated. More crucially,
queer folks on campus
should follow Kenworthy
and Rippon’s example of
unequivocal support in
a space that can often be
detrimental to those who
are “other,” and encourage
one another regardless of
divisive stereotypes.
One does not have be
an Olympic athlete to set
a powerful example — you
never know who you are
inspiring by simply having
the courage to be yourself.

TO THE EDITOR:
Mr. Jernigan:
I realize that your column
is an opinion piece, but as
a member of the press, you
have a responsibility to check
your facts before stirring up
more emotions in the wake
of the latest horrific tragedy.
There have NOT been 18
school shootings so far this
year; that statement makes
it sound as if there’s a sniper
around every corner and
no one in their right mind
would let their kids go to
school ever again.
That number came from a
group known as Everytown
for Gun Safety, which works
to prevent gun violence and
keeps a tally of shootings.
They describe a school
shooting as “any time a firearm discharges a live round
inside a school building
or on a school campus or
grounds.”
So included in those 18
incidents are accidental discharges on a school campus,
a suicide in a school parking
lot, a shooting at a sorority
event, and in the parking lot
after a basketball game.
These events, while disturbing in themselves, pale
in comparison to the mass
shootings and loss of life
such as what happened in
Florida this week.
The Washington Post has
investigated these claims
and you can read their findings on their website.
Please don’t contribute
to the hype and hysteria; be
a responsible journalist and
don’t just repost what you
find on social media.
I’d also like to know your
reasoning behind the statement “the NRA is a terrorist
organization”. Again — facts,
please.
Carolyn Shomaker
Federal Documents
Coordinator/Microforms
Supervisor
UNC-Chapel Hill

Actively hold Congress
responsible
TO THE EDITOR:
Late last year, I was out
with a couple of friends and
we saw a man with a shirt
that said on the back “Want
to know when my AR-15
becomes an assault rifle?
When you try to take it away
from me” with a picture of
the gun along the side.
In Florida, someone didn’t
take Cruz’s AR-15 away and
look what happened.
This is the country we
live in. No one tried to take
it away and it still became
the weapon of a mass school
shooting.
Reach out to your
Congress and don’t just give
thoughts and prayers.
Our leaders need to
take action and not justify
MURDER with mental illness. It has nothing to do
with the fact that people can
get their hands on weapons
like this!!
If they don’t do anything
about these gun rules we
have, this is bound to hap-

pen again and again.
Contact your congress,
reach out, I beg you.
We cannot keep losing
innocent children like this.
Sending them to school
and not having them return
home that afternoon. I am
16, so were some of the
people that were killed on
the fourteenth.
You don’t know who could
be next. What school could
be next.
Change won’t happen
unless our leaders hear our
voices and do something
about it. A child’s right to
go to school and come back
alive everyday is far more
important than your right to
keep a gun like this.
Nicole Mayer
Durham

Vaccinations no longer
a recommendation
TO THE EDITOR:
A worldwide flu pandemic
occurred it 1918-1919, leaving between 50 and 100
million people dead- three
percent of the world’s population at the time, historian
Dan Jones noted in a recent
article. There was no vaccine
at that time.
No one can predict how
long the flu season will last
this time around. But, we
have vaccines to help significantly reduce the number
of people who can become
infected with the influenza
virus.
In fact, even if you get the
flu after being vaccinated,
the shot will significantly
reduce its symptoms among
those who had recently
received influenza vaccine as
compared to those who had
not, says American Society
for Microbiology.
Symptoms include fever,
cough, sore throat, runny
or stuffy nose, body aches,
headache, chills and fatigue.
The Centers for Disease
Control issued a statement at
a news briefing on January
12 in which Dr. Daniel
Jernigan, director of CDC’s
Influenza Division, said that
while “not everyone needs
to get antiviral drugs, but
there are certain people that
should.
CDC recommends that
people who are very sick or
people with flu symptoms
who are high-risk for serious
flu complications should be
treated as soon as possible
with flu antiviral drugs.
Who are those people? That
means people that are 65
and older.
It means young children.
It means people with chronic
conditions like diabetes,
heart disease or asthma. It
means pregnant women and
others more vulnerable to
serious flu illness.”
Weber points out that
several recent studies have
shown that the flu vaccine
reduces the risk of catching
the flu by 40 percent to 60
percent among the general
population.
“So, it is advised that anyone who hasn’t yet been vaccinated should do so as soon
as possible.”
The Association of Mature
American Citizens (AMAC])
http://www.amac.us

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Limit
letters to 250 words.
SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 151 E. Rosemary St., Chapel Hill,
NC 27514
• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials reflect the
opinions of The Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which comprises 10 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and editor and the editor-in-chief.
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The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill’s 14th Annual African
American History Month Lecture
Wednesday,
February 21
at 7p.m.
Stone Center
Auditorium
Program Sponsors
Office of the Chancellor
Office of the Provost
University Office of Diversity
and Inclusion
African, African American and
Diaspora Studies
Carolina Public Humanities
Center for Civil Rights at The
UNC School of Law
Center for the Study of the
American South
College of Arts and Sciences
Department of Communication
Department of Dramatic Art
Department of English and
Comparative Literature
Department of History
Department of Religious Studies
Frank Porter Graham Race,
Culture, Ethnicity Committee
Institute for the Arts and
Humanities
Institute of African American
Research
Kenan-Flagler Business School
Music Department
The School of Law
Sonja Haynes Stone Center
Carolina Women’s Center

This event is FREE and open to
the public.
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New website lets residents rate their dorms
By Jessica Snouwaert
Staff Writer

Two UNC students have
created a new website similar
to RateMyProfessors — but
for university residence halls.
Launched Nov. 27, 2017,
rateyourdorms.com is a website that allows current students to give feedback about
their residence halls, so prospective students can make
informed choices about their
living situations. The site
covers UNC and five other
college campuses: North
Carolina State University,
UNC-Charlotte, East Carolina
University, Appalachian State
University and University of
Texas at Austin.
Rateyourdorms.com creators, Jasper Brindis and
Andrew McKinnon, aim to
have 10,000 students on their
platform during this year’s
college admissions cycle.
Brindis said the two formed
the idea for the website after
brainstorming problems students face on campus.
“We were so shocked it
didn’t exist already just because
it’s such a simple solution that
we think a lot of people will
want to use,” Brindis said.
McKinnon said the website addresses two problems:
biased opinions from friends
and limited resources for out-

of-state students and international students.
“You’re getting a biased
opinion and you’re only hearing from people who have
come from usually the same
background as you, who have
only had a narrow experience
of the dorm,” McKinnon said.
The website addresses this
problem by giving students
a variety of reviews, along
with average ratings for each
aspect of the dorm.
For out-of-state students
and international students,
who do not have friends in
the dorms yet and have few
resources to decide where to
live, the website gives those
students a connection to residential information.
“All we’re trying to do is
empower students and their
parents to eliminate all the
unknowns with coming to college,” Brindis said. “When you
come onto campus, there’s so
many things to worry about,
and we don’t want housing to
be one of them.”
The website itself has two
main options, write a review
or read feedback.
The feedback page is laid
out with a map of the campus
and each dorm’s overall rating. Users can sort ratings by
features like “bathroom rating” or by filters like “social”
or “sporty.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRINDIS AND MCKINNON
Jasper Brindis (right) and Andrew Mckinnon (left), creators of rateyourdorms.com, pose for a portrait in Polk Place.

Michael Dudash, a user on
rateyourdorms.com said he
used the website to rate his
dorm.
“I know coming to UNC
and choosing between South
Campus and Granville is
hard,” Dudash said. “Just having that information from

students who have actually
lived there is helpful.”
Brindis and McKinnon are
also using the website to collaborate with the University
to improve residence halls.
“One of the questions in
the review is, ‘Would you recommend this dorm to other

students?’ and we think we
can filter that data and create
an actionable plan for how
the University might improve
some of the dorms,” Brindis
said.
But these two entrepreneurs are not on their own.
Juniors Phillippa Owens and

Andrew Lee aided with the
development of the website.
The two hope to have the
top 50 largest universities
in the United States on the
website by next year’s college
admissions cycle, and eventually every school in the U.S.
university@dailytarheel.com

Journalism school to host Fox News’ Tucker Carlson
By Taylor Buck
Staff Writer

When the UNC School
of Media and Journalism
announced conservative
political commentator Tucker
Carlson as this year’s Park
Lecture speaker, Twitter
exploded. Angry responses
poured in from disgruntled
former and current students.
Complaints centered
around Carlson’s far-right
slant. After defending the “It’s
Okay to Be White” campaign
in November, Carlson was
labeled as a white supremacist
by many. And once Carlson
called immigrants “people
who snuck into our country
and are demanding rights and

money,” many added “racist”
to the mix as well.
“With so many journalists
doing admirable work to discover and disseminate truth,
you select an unabashed propagandist?” Anna Hester (@
annachaseunc) tweeted. “This
J-school alum is disappointed
and ashamed. You can do
better.”
Beyond criticisms of his
character, Carlson’s editorial
role as a cable-news commentator also ignited frustration
on Twitter.
“As an alumna, I’m appalled
that the journalism school
would promote Tucker as a
distinguished speaker and
model for students,” Ruby (@
rubymiene) tweeted. “He is a

racist and exhibits no true journalistic principles. Is this where
donor dollars are going?”
With the slew of frustrated
responses extending beyond
70 to the school’s original
tweet announcing the speaker, it would be impossible for
the MJ-School to miss the
criticism.
“I think it’s healthy to have
those criticisms. It’s healthy
to watch my Twitter feed critique the School of Media and
Journalism for its speakers,”
said Daniel Kreiss, UNC journalism associate professor
and moderator of this year’s
Park Lecture. “That’s part of
public debate, too.”
This isn’t the first time a
controversial speaker has

come to UNC. Roger Ailes,
former CEO of Fox News,
delivered the Park Lecture in
2012, and last year, former
Trump adviser Sebastian
Gorka delivered a speech
amid student protests.
“There are a lot of speakers at college that a lot of
people may like and a lot of
people don’t like and this is
just one of them,” said John
Robinson, a UNC journalism
lecturer. “Students need to
see other opinions and other
viewpoints. Despite what
some commentators on probably Fox News say, students,
at least at Chapel Hill in my
experience, are not snowflakes.”
Robinson added that a

New York Times reporter
and an NPR reporter will
visit UNC for a panel titled
“Holding Power Accountable:
Reporting on Sexual
Misconduct” in two weeks.
“I think that students can
learn from anyone regardless
of what their opinions are,”
Robinson said.
Kreiss likewise emphasized
the importance of the college
campus to exposing students
to various viewpoints.
“I think personally that college campuses and universities
should have a robust dialogue
and discourse around political issues from all sides of the
political spectrum,” Kreiss
said. “To that end, I think that
Carlson coming will provide

DTH office is open TODAY
fromis9am-5pm
• DTH9:00am-5:00pm
office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14
DTH office
open Mon-Fri

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

an important forum for debate
and discussion.”
Despite student frustrations, Kreiss remains optimistic for the lecture, where students will be given a platform
to question Carlson.
“I would encourage those
people who are upset about the
speaker to come to listen to our
panel because I think that we
will provide a critical forum to
talk about Carlson’s role in the
media landscape and his work
and his positions,” Kreiss said.
“It does offer, at the end of the
day, a pretty wonderful opportunity to question a leading,
prominent media figure. How
often do you get an opportunity to do that?”
university@dailytarheel.com

Deadlines

Line Ads: Noon, the day prior to publication

25 Words .......$20.00/week 25 Words .......$42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

For Rent

Travel/Vacation

STONECROP APARTMENTS. Walk to campus,
downtown, affordable 2, 3, or 4BR w/ 4BA.
Rent includes all utilities, parking in garage,
WiFi, W/D, huge kitchen, rec room, security entrance with elevator. Call 919-968-7226, rentals@millhouseproperties.com.

$189 for 5 DAYS. All prices include: Round trip
luxury party cruise, accommodations on the
island at your choice of 10 resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018.

HOROSCOPES

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

If February 19th is Your Birthday...

For Sale

Expand territory this year. Coordinate your moves
tightly with your team. Advance planning makes
a difference. Romantic summer escapades provide
love to soothe a transition before new energy floods
your work and health. Strengthen support networks
for your community. Love works miracles..

“DROMGOOLE, TWICE-MURDERED.” First fulllength book about Gimghoul Castle legend. By
E. T. Malone Jr. Literary Lantern Press. More
information, purchase at www.malonesmaps.
com 252-257-3542. Available locally at Flyleaf
Books.

Help Wanted

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT
CENTER
(March 21-April 19)
NEWMAN
CATHOLIC
STUDENT
CENTERAries
Today is an 8 -- Take care of personal

SUMMER STAFF: The ArtsCenter (Carrboro)
seeks assistants for ArtsCamp from June 11th
to August 24th. Three positions available, ~30
hours a week. For information visit: www.
artscenterlive.org/about/job-opportunities/

ASH WEDNESDAY MASS SCHEDULE
ASH WEDNESDAY
MASS SCHEDULE

HELP WANTED Construction company working
at UNC needing some extra help. $11/hr Flexible day hours. Call Jeff 402-618-7439

February 14, 2018

NURSE OR STUDENT NURSE wanted a couple
of hours/day for recovering patient after major
surgery. 12 minutes from campus by car. Please
email availability: simons.house1@gmail.com
SUMMER STAFF The Duke Faculty Club is
seeking motivated, energetic, and dependable
camp directors, counselors, swim coaches, and
life guards for summer 2018. Great pay and
fantastic work environment! Go to facultyclub.
duke.edu for details.
10 AM DOGS WALKER 2 medium dogs, northern chapel hill. flexible days. email: northchapelhillmom@gmail.com

SUMMER SWIM AND Racquet Club Manager
needed for neighborhood facility. Acquatics
and recreation management experience required. Applicant must be certified in pool and
spa operation, lifeguard training and CPR, or
show willingness to obtain. Send coverletter,
resume and references to manager@sssrc.org
919-967-0915

Services
TORNADO CRUZ TREE SERVICE 18 years of experience, free estimates. 919-951-5691 Insured

February 14, 2018

Masses with Ash Distribution
Masses
with Ash Distribution
7:00 am – Newman Church
7:00pmam
– Newman
Church
12:15
– Great
Hall, Carolina
Union
12:15 pm
–
Great
Hall,
Carolina
5:00 pm – Newman Church Union
5:00
pm
Church
7:00
pm––Newman
Newman Church

7:00 pm – Newman Church

matters. Something you try or propose falls
flat. Don’t rebel from authority without good
reason. Wait for developments..
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 5 -- It’s OK to stay quiet and rest,
despite social opportunities. Finish up a job.
Slow down to get done faster. Keep your
batteries charged.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- Together, you can win
satisfying results. Coordinate your actions
with your team. Discuss possible directions
to narrow options and choose. Others share
an important view.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 -- Watch for career opportunities. Make sure what you’re building is solid
before stepping out. Don’t strain the budget.
Use practical resources.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

is an 8 -- Travel and discovery beckon.
During theDuring
seasontheofseason
Lent, ofweLent,
willwe
add
daily
willaadd
a Mass on Today
Consider philosophy, metaphysics and
Business keeps you busy. Find a
Monday at 5:00
pm,
Eucharistic
daily
Mass
on MondayAdoration
at 5:00 pm,after Mondaymysteries.
way to mix it with exploration and fun.
and Thursday
Mass
in theafter
Activity
Center,
Eucharistic
Adoration
Monday
and and
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Review and update financial
Stations
of the
Cross
onActivity
Fridays
at 5:45
Thursday
Mass
in the
Center,
andpm.
paperwork and communications. Wait for

Stations of the Cross on Fridays at 5:45 pm.

with your partner. Take advantage to make
financial decisions and review accounts. Synchronize your efforts for maximum efficiency.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 -- Maintain health and fitness
practices. Work with a partner or coach who
can see your blind spots. Listen, and make
adjustments.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Discuss your passions, and
focus your work toward what you love. Love
is the bottom line this month. Focus on growing the fun factor.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Fill your home with love. Realize a renovation you’ve long dreamed about.
Beautify your surroundings. Invite a special
guest for something delicious.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Take advantage of a surge in
creativity and brilliant ideas. Take part in a
fascinating conversation, and collaborate with
your talented network. Connect and share.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 -- Profitable ideas abound. Study
the most interesting ones. Sift data for golden
opportunities. You’re learning valuable skills;
keep an open mind.

better travel conditions to go out. Pay bills
and manage accounts first.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- You’re on the same page

(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
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HEART SIMULATORS
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Alec, Dr. Matt Dedmon and
Andy collaborated to filed and
received two grant patents that
UNC owns and KindHeart
exclusively licences.
This was the inception of
KindHeart, a startup company founded in 2011 by
Grubbs and Feins based on
the technology they built for
a complete cardiac surgery
simulation system that makes
a pig heart behave the same
as a human’s during openheart surgery.
“So getting the proper
components, skills, training
in a safe environment where
there’s no human life at risk
or take life at risk, really puts
the students on the right
start,” Grubbs said. “But it’s
like learning how to play golf
from a professional, from day
one, you don’t have bad habits to learn.”

The Product
The simulators were further developed in 2015 and
officially commercialized in
2016. KindHeart’s simulators
make surgery predictable, as
opposed to cadavers, live animals or humans. The simulators also have the nature of
real tissue, movement and
bleeding that help doctors
have a more immersive experience rather than static or
virtual reality simulation.

Surgeons are able to
encounter unfavorable conditions in simulated surgery,
work on their mistakes and
further refine their technique.
Doctors can even pause their
simulated procedure, allowing them more time to figure
out complex situations that
can arise during operations.
Feins said that although
robotic surgery is different
than regular surgery, it still
adequately trains students
and doctors before surgery.
KindHeart offers a variety
of simulators, including thoracic, cardiac, abdominal and
customized simulators.
“I really feel that we’re on
a mission and people work
crazy hours and make amazing donations of time, effort
and talent but they don’t get
paid a lot of times and it’s
because we understand how
important this is,” Grubbs
said.

Future innovations
KindHeart has multiple
goals for the next couple of
years, one of them being to
expand its simulator training
for all types of surgery. The
company is also currently
focusing on software that
would allow surgeons to practice remotely.
city@dailytarheel.com

DTH ONLINE:

For more, check out
DTH City & County at
dailytarheel.com

OPIOID
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compared to 218 percent
among men, according to the
U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
Studies have shown that
women are more likely to
be prescribed pain relievers
and become addicted more
quickly.
Pregnant women are
particularly at risk, as the
substance abuse can harm
both the mother and her
child. Between 2007 and
2012, an annual average of
21,000 pregnant women aged
15 to 44 across the United
States had misused opioids
in the past month, according to the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services
Administration.
Marleigh had no complications when she was born,
despite Lankford’s continued drug use when she was
pregnant. But many children
are not so lucky: every 25
minutes, a baby is born in
withdrawal from opiates, a
condition known as neonatal
abstinence syndrome.
Yet, as overall opioid use
rates surpass capacity rates
for treatment centers in
most states, options are particularly limited for pregnant
women, who often travel
far and face waiting lists to
access programs like UNC
Horizons, a drug treatment
program for pregnant and

The Creative Writing Program
is currently inviting submissions
H for H

2018 Non-fiction Writing Contests
H Bland Simpson Prize

in Creative Non-Fiction

Prizes: 1st: $750 • 2nd: $500
The UNC-Chapel Hill Creative Writing
Program invites submissions from
Carolina undergraduates for the annual
Bland Simpson competition in creative
Non-Fiction, which carries a cash prize.

Essays should exemplify the highest
literary standards in such forms as
memoir, travel and nature writing, and
belles-lettres generally, as practiced
by such authors as James Baldwin,
Cynthia Ozick, Annie Dillard, Phillip
Lopate, John McFee, V.S. Naipaul, and
Wolff.
20 AM Page Tobias
1

H Robert Ruark Society
Prize in Creative
Non-Fiction

Prize: $1000
This contest, named for novelist
and journalist Robert Ruark, UNCCH class of 1935, is offered by the
Robert Ruark Society of Chapel Hill.
The winner will be awarded $1000
for the best non-fiction work on the
American South by a UNC-Chapel
Hill undergraduate student.
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parenting women and their
children.
“I think there’s still this
underlying belief that
pregnant women should
be able to just walk away
from substances fairly easily,” said Elisabeth Johnson,
director of health services at
Horizons.

A coping mechanism
The trauma from
Lankford’s parents’ divorce,
especially after her father
remarried, drove her to use
alcohol and marijuana at just
13. She first tried Vicodin
after her wisdom teeth surgery at 16, and her addiction
to prescription painkillers
didn’t take long to develop.
During her pregnancy
with Marleigh — but before
she was aware of it — her
ex-boyfriend abused her. But
because he was her supplier,
she was stuck.
When the two would use
opiates together, it often
exacerbated the physical
abuse. She’s recovered from
her addiction, but the abuse
still haunts her.
“I guess I feel like that’s
what I deserve because of
what I went through in my
past, and I’m damaged goods,
and no decent person would
ever love me,” she said. “And
then I challenge myself with
that all the time.”
Johnson said around 80
percent of the women who

BASKETBALL
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busted their behinds out
there and played good team
basketball.”
In the face of a daunting matchup, the Tar Heels
fought admirably. Stingy
defense and efficient shooting
propelled them to a 16-13 lead
at the end of the first quarter.
The Tar Heels kept up their
strong defensive effort through
the third quarter, when a
Louisville 3-pointer at the
buzzer tied the game at 45-45.
But in the fourth quarter,
North Carolina ran out of gas.
The fatigue in the Tar
Heels’ rotation meant legs
started to give out and jump
shots started to go flat.
Louisville outscored UNC
22-12 in the fourth quarter,

enter Horizons report having
experienced trauma at some
point.
“Women often end
up using drugs because
they’ve got no other coping
mechanism,” said Hendrée
Jones, executive director of
Horizons. “They’ve grown up
being told that they’re nothing more than dirt.”

After 120 days sober in
a treatment program —
when Marleigh was around
6 months old— Lankford
returned home, determined
to turn her life around.
She enrolled at Alamance
Community College and got
a job.
But it wasn’t easy to stay
sober in a college filled with
childhood friends she used
to get high with. In a span of
two weeks, she relapsed and
picked up two felonies for
stealing both her mother’s
credit card and money from
her job at Goodwill. She lost
her job, dropped out of school
and lost custody of Marleigh.
She was devastated. For
two months she slept in
her Honda and on people’s
couches. She got high.
“I didn’t know how to live,”
she said. “My whole world
from when she was born was
to take care of her and then
when she was gone, what do
you do?”
She had weekly meetings

with her social worker and
Marleigh, but the one hour
wasn’t enough.
“I wouldn’t use before I
would see her, and I’d walk
out that door and go get
high,” she said. “Because
leaving her was just ... It was
awful.”
During a 30-day period
in jail, Lankford assessed
her options for treatment.
She wanted to participate in
Horizons so she could stay
with Marleigh, but the program was full.
Facing a four-month wait
for Horizons, Lankford’s only
option to get out of jail was a
facility in Asheville, but she
couldn’t bring Marleigh.
When she returned,
Marleigh had been in foster care for six months. She
finally regained custody of
her daughter, and the two
started the Horizons program
together.
Though she struggled
initially, she hasn’t let her go
since.
In July, she’ll be three
years sober. Last year, 266
women received treatment
at Horizons, where Lankford
now works.
“I might not have stopped
right away and I might have
screwed up a lot in her first
year and a half of her life,”
she said.
“But I feel like I’m here
now, and I feel like I’m a good
mom.”
special.projects@dailytarheel.com

and UNC finished the second
half shooting only 25 percent
from the floor. Hatchell credited Louisville’s defense and a
disparity in depth for a poor
second half of shooting.
They have good depth, and
in the last four or five minutes,
that probably made some difference,” Hatchell said.
With Destinee Walker and
Stephanie Watts out for the
season, the Tar Heels have been
forced to rely on a short rotation. That lack of depth proved
to be an issue on Sunday, as
only six Tar Heels saw the floor
for more than three minutes.
In 37 minutes of playing
time, Janelle Bailey posted a
strong performance — one of
the bright spots for the Tar
Heels. The first-year forward
finished with 20 points and
seven rebounds.

When she couldn’t get the
ball in good position in the
post, she turned to her jump
shot. She hit three midrange
jumpers in the first quarter.
“They walled me up,”
Bailey said of Louisville’s post
players. “So I just tried to mix
it up and get some offensive
rebounds when my shot
wasn’t falling.”
The Tar Heels’ hustle and
Bailey’s progression gave
Hatchell hope, despite the
double-digit loss.
“We gave them about all
we had, really,” Hatchell said.
“We did a lot of good things.
We’re just working hard and
getting better.
“You know, the future looks
bright.”
@holtmckeithan
@DTHSports
sports@dailytarheel.com

Access to care

Essays/narratives on travel, historical
exploration, personal essays and
memoir are welcome.

Behind closed doors

H INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOTH NON-FICTION CONTESTS:
• One entry per student (for each contest)
• Up to 5,000 words, one copy double-spaced typescript (12 pt.)
• Submit all manuscripts, complete with contact information to:
Greenlaw 207A, Attn. Anita Braxton.

See what our reporter in
Nashville learned while sitting outside a closed meeting. See front for story.

games
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Level:

1

2

3

4
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Deadline: 12:00 Noon, March 22, 2018

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

Solution to
last puzzle

Vigils across NC
Students and residents
held vigils to stand with
Charlottesville. Visit our
website for story.

Leaders decry violence
What have our leaders
said about Charlottesville?
Find out. Visit our website
for the story.

Sports! Sports!
The first games of the
season are gearing up. Go
Heels! Visit @dthsports for
our pre-season coverage.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Jacob and Esau, Isaac and Ishmael:
The Future of Jewish-Christian and Jewish-Muslim Relations
Graduate Student Network in Jewish Studies Event

Additional events
with Dr. Hacohen
are planned for
UNC graduate
students and
faculty. Visit us
online for details:

The Holocaust and the State of Israel transformed the traditional
paradigms of Jews’ Relations with non-Jews. Jacob & Esau,
typologically Jews and Christians and traditionally enemies, have
reconciled. Isaac & Yishmael, typologically Jews and Muslims and
traditionally less hostile, have grown apart. This talk provides a
panoramic overview of the changing dynamics of inclusion and interfaith relations, viewed from a Jewish perspective. Malachi Haim
Hacohen (Ph.D., Columbia) is Bass Fellow, Associate Professor of
History, Political Science and Religion, as well as Slavic, German and
Jewish Studies at Duke University.

jewishstudies.unc.edu

February 19, 2018 / 5:30 p.m.
Dey Hall, Toy Lounge
Free and open to the public. No tickets or reservations required. No reserved seats.
RUTH VON BERNUTH
DIRECTOR

PETTIGREW HALL, SUITE 100
CAMPUS BOX 3152
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3152

P: 919-962-1509
E: JEWISHSTUDIES@UNC.EDU
W: JEWISHSTUDIES.UNC.EDU

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F N O R T H C A R O L I N A AT C H A P E L H I L L

Across
1 Annual July 1
celebration marking
the 1867 signing of
the British North
America Act
10 Some Australian
carvings
14 Elaborate sci-fi
costume component
16 Supermarket count
17 Old Andorran
currency
18 Arrive
19 Dickensian
denouncement
22 Guided
23 Get out of Dodge
24 Australian Stock
Horses, perhaps
28 Annex
29 Yusufislam.com
musician
30 Having a short cut
31 Like home, say
33 Hang
(around)
36 They may be
excuses
37 Didn’t miss, as
a bus
38 “Gr8 joke!”
39 Unisex
nickname
40 4/8/74 record
breaker
41 Brie who
played Trudy
on “Mad Men”

45 Home Depot work
apparel
46 Spicy meatless dish
50 Legacy HartsfieldJackson tenant
51 Thinking indicator
Down
1 Beardie, for one
2 Former senator
Specter
3 Twizzlers pieces
4 Ancient history
adjective
5 Completed
6 This, that or the other
7 Not soaked yet
8 Winglike parts
9 Centuries-old Asian
wool sources
10 Off-topic
11 Out of order
12 Catch from the pier
13 Learners, hopefully

15 Shoulder protection
16 Imaging company
once big in film
19 Bugs
20 Ancient French
region
21 It flies off store
shelves
24 Artist Picasso
25 Netanyahu’s
predecessor
26 CBer’s punctuation
27 Friend of Homer
29 “Harold and Maude”
co-star Bud
30 Mover of many
31 Misled

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

32 Do a favor for
33 Sentence ender
34 Head turner
35 It helps you focus
36 Many a Balkan
37 Nautical
40 Plant-ruining genus
42 Make believable
43 Palindromic fellow
44 Palindromic bread
45 Rights org.
47 Lunch holder
48 In most mammals,
the upper one has a
groove called a
philtrum
49 Memorable time

News
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T

his fair will

pull together

a variety of campus
leaders and student
organizations
to ensure that
we create a
truly diverse
event. Employers
representing nonprofits, for-profits
and governmental
organizations will be
attending this event.
Bring multiple copies of your resume • Professional Attire is recommended.
This event is open to UNC-Chapel Hill students only.

To view and research
the list of the
organizations to be
represented, visit

bit.ly/DIV18.

Wednesday, February 21
3:00-6:00pm
Great Hall, Student Union

Come meet employers
that are hiring for full-time
positions and internships
locally and nationwide.
View participating
organizations that
will be represented at
bit.ly/UNCSpring18.

Thursday, Feb. 25
12:00-4:00pm
Ram’s Head
Recreation Center
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SportsMonday

WEEKEND SCOREBOARD

Baseball: South Florida 4, UNC 3
Baseball: UNC 12, South Florida 5
Baseball: UNC 9, South Florida 8
Men’s tennis: Texas A&M 4, UNC 3

Another week, another overtime victory
Men’s lacrosse
team remains
undefeated,
three games
into 2018
MEN’S LACROSSE (OT)

NORTH CAROLINA
12
LEHIGH11
By Jonah Lossiah
Senior Writer

The No. 14 North Carolina
men’s lacrosse team found itself
in familiar territory on Saturday,
entrenched in a second consecutive
overtime match, this time against
Lehigh.
Junior midfielder Charles Kelly
had won the last three faceoffs of the
game, so he was ready for the most
important dig of the day coming up
in the extra period.
“Just breathe,” Kelly said. “Just
breathe relax and have fun. I just
tried to look up into the crowd, just
soak it in.”
UNC (3-0) was just in an overtime game last weekend, so the
whole team knew the plan this time
against the Mountain Hawks (2-1).
“I brought them into the huddle
and said, ‘Hey, we were just here a
week ago,’” head coach Joe Breschi
said. “‘We’re going to win the faceoff,
call timeout, run a big-little and win
the game.’”
Kelly won the faceoff and scrambled to grab the groundball by the

right sideline. As soon as he had
possession, Breschi called a timeout
to rally the troops, just like he said.
The Tar Heels were calm, and it
showed in their play. After the timeout, they started moving the ball
around with purpose. Eventually it
found its way to senior attackman
Chris Cloutier, who knew exactly what
to do. He worked behind the goal,
from left to right, and launched the
ball away from the crowded goal and
found a wide-open William Perry.
With three goals to his name
already in the game, Perry collected
the pass, planted and slung the ball.
The shot flew just past the goalkeeper and under the bar into the
top of the net to end the game, 12-11.
The sophomore midfielder threw
his stick high in the air and was
swarmed by his teammates.
“I knew we were going to score
and I didn’t really care who it came
from,” Perry said, “because our
offense is very unselfish, and we all
played very well today.”
This was not a clean game. But
time and time again, UNC responded when it needed to.
The entirety of the first half was
fast and furious, with both teams
scoring and the offenses firing on all
cylinders. With the score tied late in
the second quarter, North Carolina
got the ball back with just under a
minute left in the half.
The Tar Heels worked the ball
around for the final minute and
found Perry behind the net. The
sophomore found the space to the
right of the net, drove in strong and
finished with just seven seconds left
on the clock. The goal gave the Tar
Heels an 8-7 lead going into halftime.
After the back-and-forth scoring in the first half, the second
half was a defensive one. UNC and
Lehigh each had four turnovers

DTH/NICHOLAS BAFIA
The UNC men’s lacrosse team celebrates after a 12-11 overtime win against Lehigh on Feb. 17 in Kenan Memorial Stadium.

and five penalties between them in
the third quarter, and both scored
just one goal.
Turnovers continued to plague
North Carolina in the fourth quarter,
as the team had four more. Despite
all this, the Tar Heels never seemed
rattled. Even when Lehigh had
stormed ahead to take an 11-10 lead,
the Tar Heels did not seem to panic.
Kelly dominated when he needed
to, winning eight of his 10 faceoffs
after halftime. And teammate
Timmy Kelly earned his hat trick
with a game-tying goal at the 2:22
mark in the fourth quarter.
After winning the following

faceoff, the Tar Heels turned it over
just a few seconds later. Some stifling defense got the ball back to
UNC, but the team failed to clear
the ball and had yet another turnover. Lehigh got another chance
near the end of regulation, but its
shot in the final seconds clanged
off the post, and UNC was able to
escape in overtime.
“It’s February,” Breschi said.
“We’re learning; we’re growing. But
to win two tight games in a row, we’d
certainly rather be on the left side
than the right.”
This is the second straight overtime win for UNC, and these are the

type of wins that the team needed
last year. So many times the Tar
Heels just couldn’t pull out the close
ones last season, and it hurt them,
evidenced by an 8-8 record.
And while easy wins look good
when comparing records, close games
are where you learn the most. UNC
has a tough road ahead with games
against No. 1 Duke, No. 2 Maryland,
No. 3 Denver and No. 8 Johns
Hopkins, so the experience gained
from this close win should help the
team moving forward against some of
the top teams in the nation.
@YonaDagalosi
sports@dailytarheel.com

Women’s lacrosse continues goalie rotation
By Brennan Doherty
Senior Writer

When tasked with replacing Caylee Waters, twice the
National Goalie of the Year,
Jenny Levy didn’t limit herself
to just one option.
Instead, the North
Carolina women’s lacrosse
head coach decided to implement a two-goalie system.
Sunday’s 23-4 win against
Liberty marked the third time
in as many games that Elise
Hennessey and Taylor Moreno
split duties in goal for seventhranked UNC (2-1).
Hennessey, a sophomore
who served as the team’s
backup in 2017, has started
and played the first half in
each of the Tar Heels’ three
games. Each time, she’s
been replaced at halftime by

Moreno, a redshirt first-year
who missed last season after
tearing her left ACL.
Playing multiple goalies
is a change from last season,
one in which Waters started
every game and played just
over 1,139 minutes out of a
possible 1,200. But the move
isn’t unprecedented.
From 2014 to 2016, Waters
regularly split time with
Megan Ward, a partnership
that helped produce a national title in 2016.
Similar to those days, Levy
said there’s little separating
her two goalies at the moment.
“With Elise and Taylor,
same thing,” Levy said.
“They’re both really good
goalies, and they both have
different strengths, and I
know that the people playing
in front of them have confi-

dence in both. There’s no reason to only play one.”
After allowing 15 goals to
James Madison in a doubleovertime loss and 10 to High
Point in a win, UNC only gave
up four to Liberty. In the first
half, Hennessey was responsible for one goal on three shots,
while Moreno allowed three
on five shots after halftime.
Although the sample size is
small, Moreno’s save percentage (.467) is currently higher
than Hennessey’s (.409). But
Levy is committed to splitting
time equally between the pair
for now.
“This part of our season, we
really want to be consistent for
them so they can know how
to prepare,” she said. “I think
where it gets tricky with teams
who play two goalies is if you
get inconsistent.”

Men’s basketball takes
down Louisville, 93-76
By Keaton Eberly
Staff Writer

Even for a program that has
won six national championships, there’s always a first
time for everything.
After going winless in the
program’s last four attempts
at Louisville, the No. 14
North Carolina men’s basketball team secured its first
road victory ever against the
Cardinals. The team seized a
93-76 win on Saturday night,
its fifth straight victory.
UNC (21-7, 10-5 ACC) hit
the ground running against
Louisville (18-9, 8-6 ACC)
in the first half with red-hot
shooting from the outside.
The Tar Heels’ offense was
in sync from the beginning,
starting 4-4 from the field
in the opening 2:03 of play,
resulting in an early 10-3 lead.
The Tar Heels eventually
built a 40-21 cushion, their
largest of the game.
The Cardinals, however,
would not give up without
a fight, as junior forward
Deng Adel sparked a mini
resurgence for his team, minimizing the gap to just a ninepoint UNC advantage heading
into halftime.
In the second half, it was

more of the same for UNC.
Louisville was finally beginning to initiate some offense
through Adel’s 20 points on
8-12 shooting. But outside of
an 18-point, 12-rebound performance from Ray Spalding,
the other Cardinals failed to
deliver.
Not only did the Tar Heels
outrebound Louisville 44-32,
but on multiple occasions
when the Cardinals desperately needed a defensive stop,
the Tar Heels grabbed crucial
offensive rebounds. These
led to a 22-6 advantage on
second-chance points. North
Carolina also assisted on 20 of
36 made field goals.
UNC was led by the dynamic duo of seniors Joel Berry II
and Theo Pinson, who combined for a total of 42 points,
15 rebounds, and 10 assists.
Berry, who shot 4-16 from
the 3-point line in the previous three games, finally found
his shooting stroke against
the Cardinals, hitting five of
11 from behind the arc. Junior
Luke Maye struggled early on,
scoring just two points on 1-5
shooting in the first half.
Despite his struggles
though, the forward made
up for it with his commanding presence on the glass,

even outmuscling 7-foot Anas
Mahmoud and 6-foot-10
Spalding on various possessions. Maye finally got out of
his funk in the second half,
finishing with 19 points and
13 rebounds.
He shot 7-13 from the field
in the second half, and his
biggest basket came with 3:24
remaining in the contest.
With the shot clock winding
down, Maye sank a desperation 3-pointer that put UNC
ahead, 83-73.
After Berry missed a questionable 3-pointer with 2:38
left, the guard sprinted back
down the court and made the
play of the game, blocking a
potential dunk by Spalding
to keep UNC’s lead at eight.
Maye subsequently grabbed
the rebound and the Tar Heels
ended up hitting another
three, completing a five-point
swing that firmly put the
game out of reach.
For one of the most distinguished programs in college
basketball, the team finally
checked another milestone off
the list: winning at Louisville.
Now, the team is riding high with a convincing
five-game winning streak, as
March swiftly approaches.
sports@dailytarheel.com

Both Hennessey and
Moreno expressed their
approval of the current setup
and said they’re supportive of
each other.
“It’s really awesome to go
practice against someone
who’s equally as good as you
are and really work off one
another,” said Hennessey,
who’s already played more
minutes than she did as a
first-year. “She has a good
day; I might have a bad day.
She has a bad day; I might
have a good day. So it’s honestly like the ultimate insurance policy.”
But what if Hennessey
performs well in a first half
and then has to make way for
Moreno? Would such a scenario upset her ? The answer
is no.
“We’re all just trying to

work toward the same goal,”
Hennessey said. “So as long
as whatever we’re doing collectively as a team is working
toward that same idea, I suppose it doesn’t honestly matter to me if I end up playing
first half, second half or the
whole game.”
That’s the attitude Levy
wants. The coach said a
player unwilling to buy into a
two-goalie system “probably
shouldn’t be here.”
For Moreno, the two-goalie
system has allowed her ease
into the college game after
recovering from her injury.
She’s embraced the secondhalf role and said it helps her
get a feel for the action before
entering games.
“I get to kind of survey the
first half and figure out out
what our defense is doing

right and what kind of stuff
we can try to focus on in
the second half,” she said. “I
think it’s been working to my
advantage a lot.”
Down the road, Levy said
one goalie might see extended playing time within a
particular game if one of
them is “having a day,” which
was often the case when
Waters and Ward played
together.
“We have such a competitive schedule,” Levy said.
“We’ll have all sorts of scenarios come up throughout
the season that we’ll work
through as a team.”
If that’s the case, there
will be much to learn when
UNC hosts No. 1 Maryland on
Saturday.
@brennan_doherty
sports@dailytarheel.com

No. 1 women’s tennis defeats Michigan
By Brian Keyes
Staff Writer

On a day when the North Carolina women’s
tennis team started out slowly, perseverance
and a shift in momentum lifted the No. 1 team
in the country to a 4-1 victory over Michigan.
North Carolina (11-0), coming off its ITA
Indoor national championship, went down
early in all three of its doubles matches.
Two pairs — No. 30 Jessie Aney and Alexa
Graham on Court One, and No. 20 Sara
Daavettila and Alle Sanford on Court Two —
went down 3-0, and looked sluggish against
competitive No. 14 Michigan teams.
“I knew they were going to come in
against us with nothing to lose,” head coach
Brian Kalbas said. “They came out really
aggressive, and we were kind of flat.”
Both pairs would battle to tie the score
up though, and although Daavettila and
Sanford would drop their match 6-4, Aney
and Graham won six straight games in a
come-from-behind victory (6-3). UNC would
take the doubles point after a comfortable
6-2 win on Court Three.
In singles, No. 21 Aney took the momentum from her comeback win in doubles to
decisively win her first set of singles, 6-2. She
had a more competitive second set, but still
won 6-3 to take the match and secure North
Carolina’s first singles point.
“In the huddle, we had a really good vibe,”
Aney said. “I think that’s just a tribute to us
coming back in doubles … The doubles point
is bigger than just one point for us. It affects
all the singles matches.”
Other opening singles matches were hardfought, slow-going games. Star player and
sixth-ranked Alle Sanford struggled early
in her first match against Michigan’s No. 29
Kate Fahey. The first set went to a tiebreaker,

and Fahey edged out Sanford, 7-4.
The first-set loss seemed to leave the
former No. 1 recruit frustrated. Her body
slumped during the set break at times,
and she looked visibly upset as she proceeded to lose her second set. Despite the
first set’s competitive nature, Fahey picked
apart Sanford, outrunning and outgunning
her to a 6-1 second-set route that gave the
Wolverines their one and only point of the
competition.
Kalbas acknowledged that after the
first set, Sanford looked “deflated,” but he
remained optimistic about the future of his
most talented player.
“She’s playing good tennis, she’s played
some really good opponents,” he said. “She’s
going to do great things for us in the future.”
No. 52 Daavettila’s first set on Court Two
— the afternoon’s clinching match — ended
in a 6-4 win. She won four games in a row,
after being down 4-2 early.
Long rallies defined a second set that
seemed to never end. The two competitors
traded body blows on the court until someone could finally be forced out of position to
return — or was simply too tired to try.
If the battle in the first set between these
two ranked competitors felt slow, the second
set felt like a coming of the inevitable. The
Tar Heels were already up 3-0 — boosted
by an earlier win from Chloe Ouellet-Pizer
— when the crowd gravitated toward Court
Two to witness Daavettila finish off her
opponent in the second set, 6-1. The firstyear secured the fourth and final point for
the still-undefeated North Carolina team.
“I’m really just proud of the way we stayed
together...” Kalbas said. “We did a really good
job of staying focused and regrouping and
not letting the sets get away from us.”
sports@dailytarheel.com

